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       India’s 5 percent broken parboiled variety was quoted around $364-$368 per 
tonne this week, from $366-$370 the last week.
“Prices are down as traders are adjusting to the drop in the rupee. Demand is 
still weak,” said an exporter based at Kakinada in the southern state of Andhra 

Pradesh. The Indian rupee fell nearly 1 percent on Thursday to the lowest level in two weeks, 
increasing exporters margin from the overseas sales. In an attempt to accelerate exports, the 
Indian government last month said it will give a 5 percent subsidy for non-basmati rice ship-
ments for the four months to March 25, 2019. Read more...

       Cambodia exported 497,240 tons of milled rice in the first 11 months of 2018, 
down 13 percent compared to the same period last year, according to the latest re-
port on Tuesday. Some 78 firms have brokered the country’s rice for 61 countries 
and regions across the world, said the report from the Secretariat of One Window 

Service for Rice Export. China is still the top buyer of Cambodian rice, followed by France, the 
Netherlands, Poland and Britain, it said.
Cambodia produced about 10.5 million tons of paddy rice in 2017, up 5.7 percent year-on-
year, according to the Ministry of Agriculture. Read more...

       Cambodia’s rice exports to the international market fell more than 13 per cent for 
the first 11 months of the year, compared to the same period last year, a report by 
the Secretariat of One Window Service for Rice Export Formality said.
It showed a drop in exports to the international market in the first 11 months of 

the year, accounting for 497,240 tonnes – down from 562,237 tonnes in the same period last 
year. Industry insiders have repeatedly said the decline is due to the lack of stockpiles and com-
petition with neighbouring countries. Read more...

       The European Union yesterday failed to come to a consensus on taxing Cambodia 
fragrant and white rice, giving leaders of the local rice sector more time to plan 
the next step in their fight to stop the EU from imposing tariffs.
Yesterday’s vote, hailed as a positive sign for Cambodia, failed to deliver a decision 

on the regressive rice tariff imposition that is expected to start from Jan 1 next year, with 15 of 
28 member states either rejecting the proposal or abstaining from the vote.
13 nations voted in favour of the activation of the clause that would enable the tariffs, including 
Spain and Italy, the countries that allegedly prompted a revision of the rice trade with Cambo-
dia when they complained of price imbalances impacting their rice farmers. Read more...

       When the rice farmers in the Rift Valley in eastern Taiwan plant again after the 
summer harvest in July, they count on the typhoons that lash the island in late 
summer and early autumn, bringing lots of rain in the early growth phase of the 
crop. But this year, each of the tropical storms gathering force over the Pacific took 

a sudden turn north and headed to Japan instead. “The changes in climate is something we 
can’t predict. Many farmers rely on the traditional farming calendar, but in fact the climate no 
longer follows that calendar,” said Chen Cheng-hung, who runs a rice mill that his family has 
owned for three generations. Read more...

       As a result of the supply of high quality Thai rice to Iran on November 6 this 
Iranian year, the price of local rice decreased, Director General of the Iranian 
State Trade Organization’s Distribution and Sales Coordination Department Hojat 
Baratali said in an interview with IRNA.

He said that rice is domestically produced and imported and there is no shortage in this area.
According to the implemented programs, the country’s rice reserves are sufficient and even 
increased by 40 percent compared to the previous year. Read more...

       Now, scientists in the US and France have successfully tweaked a hybrid variety of 
Rice Japonica (Asian variety) so that some of the plants produce cloned seeds, ac-
cording to research published in the latest edition of journal Nature. This, experts 
said, would enable farmers to re-plant seeds from their own hybrid plants and 

derive the benefits of high yields year after year, instead of having to purchase expensive new 
seeds every year.
Japonica and Indica are the two major varieties of rice grown around the world. While Japoni-
ca is grown in countries with cooler climates, Indica is usually cultivated in countries with hot 
temperatures such as India. Read more...

       After about one decade in the making, Southeast Missouri State University in 
Cape Girardeau and the Missouri Rice Research and Merchandising Council have 
developed a medium grain rice. Agriculture professor Mike Aide says MM17 rice 
will be available for the 2019 planting season Read more...

       The International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) visited Papua New Guinea to 
learn more about the country’s rice industry and how farmers can increase pro-
duction in an environmentally sustainable way. Read more...

       This is a record year for Bangladesh’s rice production and exports, the Agriculture 
Ministry announced.
According to government figures, rice production came to 36.2 million tonnes this 
year, far above domestic needs (29.1 million). The seven-million-tonne surplus 

is the biggest ever. Md Saharan Kabir, director-general of the government’s Bangladesh Rice 
Research Institute (BRRI), said that researchers came up with 94 new varieties of rice. The new 
seeds were provided to the farmers to boost productivity.
Bangladesh is the world’s fourth biggest rice producer. Rice production is one of the main 
sources of revenue for the country’s economy.
Bangladeshi rice can be found all over the world, including Sri Lanka which purchased 50,000 
tonnes last year. Read more...

       An international research group has found that microfinance schemes could 
increase rice yields in Bangladesh. They published their findings in the American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics. In the developing world, access to credit can 
lead to higher productivity and an increase in living standards. However, formal 

financial institutions are reluctant to finance households with low incomes or which lack col-
lateral. This is where microfinance institutions, or MFIs, play a role.  Read more...

       South Africa’s demand for rice is expected to rise in the context that its natural 
conditions are unfavorable for rice farming while the number of tourists and 
labourers from Asia, where rice is the main staple, coming to the country is on the 
rise, Tran Quoc Toan, deputy head of the MoIT’s Import and Export Department 

said. Toan led a delegation to seek export markets for Vietnamese rice in South Africa from 
December 10-11. The trip is also part of trade promotion activities aiming to realise the target 
of improving trade between the two countries from present US$1 billion to US$1.5 billion 
in 2020 set by South African President Cyril Ramaphosa during his visit to Vietnam in 2016.  
Read more...

       Rice exports have shown positive signals recently, with many firms winning 
bidding contracts, according to the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MoIT). 
In the past few months, rice has been the fastest-growing currency earner among 
agro-forestry-fisheries products. From January-November, 5.7 million tonnes of 

rice was exported abroad, worth 2.86 billion USD, a rise of 16.8 percent year-on-year in terms 
of value. The price of exported rice hit 504 USD per tonne on average in the past 10 months, 
up 12.3 percent annually. White rice accounted for 51 percent of total rice export earnings, 
jasmine rice 32 percent, glutinous rice 12 percent and japonica rice 5 percent.   Read more...

       Rice export prices fell for the fourth consecutive week in Vietnam on concerns of 
lower intake from China due to stricter norms in Beijing, while subdued demand 
weighed on the Indian and Thai markets.
In Vietnam, the third biggest exporter of the staple, prices of the benchmark 5% 

broken variety fell to $395 (12,900 baht) a tonne from last week’s $400 level.
“We are still concerned about China’s move to impose stricter conditions on shipments from 
Vietnam as China is the largest export market,” a trader based in Ho Chi Minh City said.
“This will have an adverse impact on Vietnam’s rice exports for the coming years.” Read more...

       Despite a shift to corn acreage, Thailand’s rice production in 2018-19 is still 2% 
higher than last year, according to a Nov. 28 GAIN report from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS).
Production is estimated to reach 20.7 million tonnes as increased off-season 

rice acreage in the northern region and the central plains will offset the reduced acreage in 
the northeastern region.Rice exports in 2018 are estimated at 10.8 million tonnes, a drop of 
7% from 2017 due to reduced exports of fragrant and parboiled rice, which offset increased 
exports of white rice. Corn production is estimated at 5.3 million tonnes, up 6% from 2017-18 
due to expanded off-season corn acreage. Attractive prices and government financial support 
are driving the increased plantings, the FAS said. Read more...
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CRF Activities

Meeting with Mrs. Marije Klomp, Export Manager of CBI, Netherlands

The discussion on the possibility of co-exporting Cambodian rice to Egypt

ជំជួបជាមយួលោកស រ្ី Marije Klomp សបធានស្របស់្រង្រលសរោងនាលំេញ CBI ននសបលេ្ហូឡង ់

ការពិភាកសា្្រីពរីការស្វែងរកលេ្ធភាពក្នុងការ្ហការនាលំេញអង្ករកម្នុជាលៅកានស់បលេ្លអហ ន្ុ រីប

 លោក មូល សារេិ្ធរី អ្រ្គលលខាធិការ និងលោកបណិ្ត កង េន័្ទតារារត័្ េរីសបរឹកសា្ហពន័្ធ បានេេួលជួបជាមយួកនុង្៊នុលតងម់កពរីករ្្ួងពាណិជ្ជកម្ម

លៅសពរឹកន្ងៃេរីពនុធ ៥លកើត សែម្ិរ្ិរ ឆ្្េំរ ្ំរ រឹេ្ធិ្័ក ព.្ ២៥៦២ 
សតរូវនរឹងន្ងៃេរី១២ សែធ្ូ ឆ្្២ំ០១៨ លលខាធិការដ្ឋា ន្ហពន័្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្នុជា បានេ
េួលជួបល្ញៀវមកពរីសក្ួងការបរលេ្ននសបលេ្ហូឡង ់ លោកស រ្ី Marije Klomp 
សបធានស្របស់្រង្រលសរោងនាលំេញCBI សែលជាសាថា បន័មយួរប្់សបលេ្ហូឡង់
្សរោបជំ់រនុញការនាលំេញអង្ករនិងផលិតផលនានាលធវែើពរីអង្ករពរីបណ្្សបលេ្កំពនុ
ងអ្វិឌ្ឍលៅកាន់្ ហ្រមនអឺ៍រ ៉នុប និងលោកបណិ្ត Martin េរីសបរឹកសា្រលសរោងIFC 
លែើម្រីពិភាកសា ្្រីពរី ការស្វែងរកកិេ្ច្ហសបតិបត្ិការគ្្ ក្នុងការជួយ�ជសមរុញការនាលំេ
ញអង្ករកម្នុជាលៅកានេ់រីផសារអឺរ ៉នុប និង ជួយ�ពសងរឹងលលើផលិតកម្មស្រូវអង្ករតាមរយៈកា
រលរៀបេំ្ិកាខា សាោ និងផ្ល់អ្កជំនាញមកជួយ� ជាលែើម លដ្យ្រលសរោងលនះនរឹងលធវែើ
ការលសជើ្លរ ើ្ យកសករុមហ៊នុន ឬលរាងរ៉ោ ន្ុរីនមយួេំនួនជានែ្ូរក្នុងការអននុវត្្រលសរោងរ
ប្់ែ្ួន។

     លៅន្ងៃេរីពនុធ ៥លកើត សែម្ិរ្ិរ ឆ្្េំរ ្ំរ រឹេ្ធិ្័ក ព.្ ២៥៦២ សតរូវនរឹងន្ងៃេរី១២ 
សែធ្ូ ឆ្្២ំ០១៨ លៅការយិាល័យ្ហពន័្ធ ឯកឧត្ម ន្ុែ ពនុេ្ធិវនុធ បានតាងំលោក 
នង វា្នា អននុសបធាន្ហពន័្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្នុជា េេួលជួបជាមយួសករុមហ៊នុនមកពរីសប
លេ្លអហ ន្ុ រីប លែើម្រីពិភាកសា្្រីពរីការស្វែងរកលេ្ធភាពក្នុងការ្ហការនាលំេញអង្ករ
កម្នុជាលៅកានស់បលេ្លអហ ន្ុ រីប និងតំបនឈូ់ង្មនុសេ Gulf។
     លែើម្រីពសងរីកេិ្លៅននការនាលំេញរប្់អង្កររប្់កម្នុជា លោក នង វា្នា 
អននុសបធាន្ហពន័្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្នុជា បានរោនសបសា្នថ៍ា កម្នុជារ រីករាយសាវែ ្រមន ៍
និងបន្ការ្ហការជាមយួសករុមហ៊នុនមកពរីសបលេ្លអ្ហ ន្ុ រីបលនះ លធវែើយ៉ាងណ្
លែើម្រីជសមរុញឱ្យរោនការនាលំេញអង្ករកម្នុជាលៅកានស់បលេ្លអហ ន្ុ រីប និង តំបន់
ឈូង្មនុសេGulf នាលពលខាងមនុែ។ ជាលេ្ធផល ភា្ររីទាងំពរីរយល់ល�ើញ ថា នរឹង
បន្លធវែើការងារលនះជាមយួគ្្ លដ្យរោន្ហពន័្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្នុជាជាអ្ក្សមប
្សមរួលលែើម្រីជសមរុញលោយអង្ករកម្នុជាោេនាលំេញលៅកានស់បលេ្លអហ្រីបបាន៕

               នាសពរឹកន្ងៃសពហ្្ត្ិ៍ ៦លកើត សែម្ិរ្ិរ ឆ្្េំ ្ំរ រឹេ្ធិ្័ក ព.្ ២៥៦២ 
សតរូវនរឹងន្ងៃេរី ១៣ សែធ្ូ ឆ្្២ំ០១៨ លៅការយិាល័យ្ហពន័្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្នុជា លោក 
មូល សារេិ្ធរី អ្រ្គលលខាធិការ និងលោកបណិ្ត កង េន័្ទតារារត័្ េរីសបរឹកសា្ហពន័្ធ បា
នេេួលជួបជាមយួកនុង្៊នុលតងម់កពរីសក្ួងពាណិជ្ជកម្ម លែើម្រីសបរឹកសាលលើការលធវែើបេ្ចនុ
ប្ន្ភាពយនុេ្ធសាស្្្រោហរណកម្មពាណិជ្ជកម្មកម្នុជា ២០១៩-២០២៣ (Cam-
bodia Trade Integrated Strategy Updated 2019-2023) ។

   ក្នុងឱកា្លនាះ លសរៅពរីការសេករសំលកបេពិលសាធនគ្៍្លៅវញិលៅមក 
្ហពន័្ធស្រូវអង្ករកម្នុជា បានេូលរមួផ្ល់ធាតនុេូល្ំខាន់ៗ ជាលសេើន និងល្្ើបញ្ជូ ល
នូវបញ្ហា ធំៗមយួេំនួនសែលវ ិ្ ័យឯកជនបាននិងកំពនុងជួបសបេះ ្ឺរលយើងទាមទាការ
េូលរមួពរីសក្ួង- សាថា បន័ពាកព់ន័្ធផ្ល់ការ្ហការគ្្លដ្ះសសាយតាងំពរីការដ្ែំនុះ 
កិនសកនេ្ រហូតែល់ការលបើកេរីផសារនាលំេញលៅកានេ់រីផសារអន្រជាតិ ែល់កនុង្៊នុល
តងល់ែើម្រីដ្កជូ់នសក្ួងពាណិជ្ជកម្មពិនិត្យលេ្ធភាពដ្កប់ញ្ជូ លក្នុងសផនការយនុេ្ធ
សាស្្្រោហរណកម្មពាណិជ្ជកម្មកម្នុជា២០១៩-២០២៣ លសពាះវ ិ្ ័យស្រូវអង្ករជា
វ ិ្ ័យមយួសែល្ំខានក់្នុងេំលណ្មវ ិ្ ័យនានា សែលទាមលោយសក្ួង-
សាថា បន័ពាកព់ន័្ធេូលរមួ្ហការលដ្ះសសាយឧប្្រ្គនានាជាមយួវ ិ្ ័យឯកជន
លេើបលយើងោេលែើរលៅមនុែបានលលឿន៕

12-12-2018

12-12-2018

13-12-2018

Facebook Website www.crf.org.kh



លគ្លបំណងននកិេ្ចសបជនុំពិលសគ្ះលយាបល់្ររីៈ
-ផ្្្់ប្ូរបេពិលសាធន ៏ននការផលិតសគ្បស់្រូវពូជ (អង្គការ ្ហ្រមន ៏និងសករុមផលិត

សគ្បស់្រូវពូជ)

-សបមូល្រំនិត មតិលយាបល់ ននការពិភា្រសា ្សរោបល់រៀបេំយនុេ្ធសាស្្្ និងសផនការលម 

-ស្វែងយល់ពរី រេនា្ម្នថ្័ាកជ់ាតិ េសមងការលធវែើវញិ្ញា បនកម្មសគ្បពូ់ជស្រូវលៅកម្នុជា

-ការបសញ្្ជ បលយនឌរ ័ក្នុងធូរះកិេ្ចសគ្បស់្រូវពូជ។ល។

បញ្ហា សបឈមៈ
-កន្ងមកលនះ ការផលិតសគ្បស្រូវពូជ លៅរោនបញ្ហា ជាលសេើន បញ្ហា េរីផសារ ន្្លែើមែ្្់ 

-ការផលិតមនិទាន ់បានតាម្្ងដ់្របលេ្ចកលេ្ និងគ្្ម នការសតរួតពិនិត្យពរីថ្ាកជ់ាតិ 

-ការលជឿេនុកេិត្ ពរីអ្កលសបើសបា្់លៅរោនកសមរឹត និង

-បញ្ហា ននការនាេូំលសគ្បស់្រូវពូជ ពរីសបលេ្ជិតខាង គ្្ម នការសតរួតពិនិត្យេបា្់ោ្់។

ការងារតាមតំបន់ 
ធូរះកិច្ចគ្រាប់ពូជគ្្ូវ និងបញ្ជ្រា បយេនឌរ័ខេត្តខ�ៀមរាប  ៖

តំបន់ ៤ & ៥

Facebook Website www.crf.org.kh

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,045$              0.5%

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,035$              0.5%

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 805$                 0.0%

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 790$                 0.0%

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 580$                 N/A

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 480$                 N/A

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 485$                 1.0%

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 475$                 1.1%

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 530 2.9%

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week

សហពន័្ធស្សវូអង្ករកម្ពុជា
CAMBODIA RICE FEDERATION

CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE

Week 39th : 24 - 30/Sept/2018 
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Week 38th : 17 - 23/Sept/2018 Week 39th : 24 - 30/Sept/2018

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,045$              0.5%

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,035$              0.5%

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 805$                 0.0%

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 790$                 0.0%

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken 580$                 N/A

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken 480$                 N/A

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 485$                 1.0%

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 475$                 1.1%

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 530 2.9%

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week
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ស្ថិតិតម្លៃអង្ករនថិងសសរូវ


